PARTNERSHIP WITH THE INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL OF THE UNIVERSITY CARLOS III OF MADRID

Complete immersion in a stimulating working environment with international outreach and personal development.

Dedicated team and highly qualified academic lecturers with access to individual tutoring.

Bilingual education in small group classes.

Focus on international business.

Mandatory 5 weeks professional experience.

Access to UC3M student activities, student societies, sport facilities and libraries.

A CHALLENGING MULTICULTURAL AND MULTIDISCIPLINARY PROGRAM

Université Paris Dauphine – PSL, a world-class institution, present in Madrid since 2016

A worldwide network of campuses and 177 partners

First French university to be recognized and accredited by EQUIS

Université Paris Dauphine – PSL is part of "Paris Science et Lettres (PSL)" institution, ranked among the top 40 universities in the world by the Time Higher Education (THE - 2024), and 24th by Quackquarelli Symonds (QS). PSL is also listed 3rd among the young universities under 50 years of age (THE ranking - 2023)
ACADEMIC PROGRAM: ECONOMICS, MANAGEMENT AND SOCIAL SCIENCES DEGREE

2 years in Madrid of core fundamentals: Economics, Management, Law and Social Sciences, Mathematics and Statistics, Languages, Soft skills and Digital Project

Program taught approx 50% in English and 50% in Spanish

SEMESTER 1 TO 4

3rd year* on Dauphine campus (Management, Applied Economics or Social Sciences)
Or on London campus (Management Track only)

International mobility or specific programs (double degrees or Dauphine – PSL programs) with 177 partners worldwide

SEMESTER 5 TO 6

MASTER DEGREES*: POSSIBLE CONTINUATION OF STUDIES AT UNIVERSITÉ PARIS DAUPHINE - PSL OR OTHER FRENCH OR INTERNATIONAL INSTITUTIONS

* State-accredited bachelor’s and Master’s degrees
THE DAUPHINE LICENCE MADRID PROGRAM CONCERNS TRILINGUAL STUDENTS

— Native of a Spanish or English mother tongue country.
— International secondary graduate programs students (Bachibac, OIB...).
— Students with international academic experience and international background.
— Official English language test result (B2+ level: TOEFL, IELTS, Cambridge certificate...).
— Certification of Spanish level (B2+).

FOR MORE INFORMATION
dauphinemadrid@dauphine.psl.eu
dauphine.psl.eu
parcoursup.fr

Direct on-line application on French Parcoursup platform (filière sélective) from January 17th to March 14th 2024